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Abstract16

Spatial and temporal patterns in three-dimensional flow structure are linked to channel17

processes and morphology in many environments. However, there is not yet an under-18

standing of how the flow structure is influenced by channelized and gradually distributed19

lateral outflows that are often prevalent in river deltas. This study presents an analy-20

sis of three-dimensional flow structure data collected from Wax Lake Delta, a naturally21

developing river-dominated delta in the northern Gulf of Mexico. Three hydrographic22

surveys were conducted using a boat-mounted acoustic Doppler current profiler at two23

sites: a channelized outflow zone and a distributary channel experiencing unchannelized24

lateral outflow. The flow structure was analyzed to identify secondary circulation cells25

induced by both types of lateral outflow. For channelized outflow, coherent cells were26

observed. However, minimal presence of coherent structures was observed for unchan-27

nelized lateral outflow. The results suggest that the formation of detectable secondary28

circulation cells may depend upon a threshold value of the ratio of the lateral momen-29

tum flux along the length of the outflow zone and primary flow momentum flux. The30

threshold lies in between 0.211 km−1 and 0.375 km−1 for the conditions tested. This re-31

search contributes novel field measurements of flow structure in an actively prograding32

river delta and offers important implications for coastal restoration by linking three-dimensional33

flow structure to lateral outflow.34

Plain Language Summary35

A developing river delta consists of channels that distribute water and sediment36

and islands that are in the process of formation and remain partially flooded. Water moves37

from distributary channels onto these islands laterally through smaller channels or over38

the channel bank. Sediment and nutrients also get carried from the channels onto the39

delta islands, which is important for the health and growth of the delta. Understand-40

ing the physics of the water movement helps scientists understand how deltas build land41

and allows for improved or more robust restoration projects. Here we use an acoustic42

instrument called an acoustic Doppler current profiler to measure the complex patterns43

of water velocity created by the water flow through small channels and over banks in a44

river delta. We observe strong rotating flow in the channels when the water outflows through45

a side channel. However, weak rotating flow was observed when the water gets distributed46

over a large area through flow over the bank. The results suggest the strength and type47

of lateral outflow (either through a channel or over the bank) control whether or not ro-48

tating flows can form. The results of this study have implications for better understand-49

ing water movement and the evolution of river deltas.50

1 Introduction51

Deltaic environments are known to exhibit hydraulic connectivity between distribu-52

tary channels and interdistributary islands through lateral outflow (Hiatt & Passalac-53

qua, 2015). Velocity and sediment transport in these lowermost reaches of rivers are sig-54

nificantly modulated by the discharge lost through lateral outflow (Esposito et al., 2020;55

Hiatt & Passalacqua, 2017), indicating that lateral hydraulic connectivity exerts a con-56

siderable influence on the morphodynamic evolution of river deltas (Coffey & Shaw, 2017;57

Shaw et al., 2016). Though it is understood that internal conditions (topobathymtery58

and vegetation) and external forces (riverine discharge, tides, winds, and storm events)59

determine the magnitude and direction of hydraulic connectivity in deltas (Hiatt & Pas-60

salacqua, 2015; Hiatt et al., 2018; Passalacqua, 2017; Olliver et al., 2020; Wright et al.,61

2018), less is known about the flow structure, or three-dimensional hydrodynamic pat-62

terns, resulting from lateral outflow.63

Lateral outflow between the interdistributary channels and islands of a river delta64

takes on one of two forms: 1) channelized lateral outflow (CO) through a secondary chan-65
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nel or crevasse, and 2) unchannelized lateral outflow (UO) via overbank flow onto the66

interdistributary island bay or floodplain (Hiatt & Passalacqua, 2015; Shaw et al., 2013).67

It has been shown that the distributary channel system of Wax Lake delta (Louisiana,68

USA) loses approximately 24-50% of discharge through lateral outflow to the islands (Hiatt69

& Passalacqua, 2015, 2017; Hiatt et al., 2018; Shaw et al., 2016) and the mechanism may70

also influence the transport of suspended sediments to the islands (Bevington & Twil-71

ley, 2018; Olliver et al., 2020; Shaw et al., 2016). Such exchange between channels and72

deltaic floodplains is known to be modulated by geometry, river discharge, tides, wind,73

storms, and the presence of vegetation, among others (Hiatt & Passalacqua, 2015, 2017;74

Passalacqua, 2017; O’Connor & Moffett, 2015; Olliver et al., 2020) and it is likely that75

the resulting three-dimensional flow structure will be influenced by similar factors.76

Flow structure provides information regarding the interaction of primary and sec-77

ondary components of velocity. These secondary components of three-dimensional flow78

can represent the existence of secondary currents. One of the two types of secondary cur-79

rents generally observed is generated due to flow curvature through the imbalance be-80

tween the centrifugal force and the transverse pressure gradient, also known as Prandtl’s81

first kind. The center region cell observed in curved channels with longitudinal axis along82

the main flow direction (Blanckaert & Vriend, 2004) is an example of this type. The sec-83

ondary current of first kind plays a significant role in distribution of streamwise momen-84

tum when the radius of curvature is small (Uijttewaal, 2014). The other type, commonly85

known as secondary circulations of Prandtl’s second kind, is steered by the anisotropy86

of turbulence with axes of rotation parallel to the mean flow. An example is the secondary87

outer bank cell generally observed in the outer bank of a curved channel driven by both88

turbulence and centrifugal force (Blanckaert & Vriend, 2004). Secondary currents can89

be either coherent or incoherent.90

Laboratory experiments and numerical modeling have demonstrated that differ-91

ent secondary circulations develop in channel systems where lateral outflow takes place,92

for instance, in diversions (Bulle, 1926; Herrero et al., 2015; Neary & Odgaard, 1993; Neary93

et al., 1999), bifurcations (Hardy et al., 2011; Marra et al., 2014; Miori et al., 2012; Thomas94

et al., 2011), side weirs (Michelazzo et al., 2015), and compound channels with floodplain95

(Proust & Nikora, 2019; Tominaga & Nezu, 1991). However, field measurements of three-96

dimensional flow structure are typically limited to fluvial systems like meander bends97

(Engel & Rhoads, 2017; Frothingham & Rhoads, 2003; Konsoer et al., 2016; Sukhodolov,98

2012; Zinger et al., 2013; Finotello et al., 2020), confluences (Serres et al., 1999; Szupi-99

any et al., 2009), and bedrock canyons (Venditti et al., 2014). Observations at tidally-100

influenced deltaic bifurcations (Buschman et al., 2013; Sassi et al., 2013; Kästner & Hoitink,101

2019) have identified key controls on three-dimensional flow structure in channelized out-102

flows, but observations of the impact of outflow type (CO versus UO) remain elusive,103

despite the importance of the channelized-unchannelized flow transition in river deltas104

(Hiatt & Passalacqua, 2017; Coffey & Shaw, 2017) and advancements in characterizing105

two-dimensional transport processes in prograding deltas like Wax Lake delta (WLD)106

(Shaw et al., 2018; Olliver et al., 2020; Christensen et al., 2020).107

In river deltas, channelized lateral outflow usually takes the form of high-angle sec-108

ondary channels connecting main distributary channels to inundated interdistributary109

interiors (Shaw et al., 2013). Open channel diversions are analogous to such channelized110

lateral outflow. At 90◦ lateral diversions, secondary circulations have been observed in111

the main and lateral channel (Dutta et al., 2017; Herrero et al., 2015; Neary & Odgaard,112

1993; Neary et al., 1999; Ramamurthy et al., 2007). For a diversion on the left bank (look-113

ing downstream), two counter rotating cells were observed, one rotating clockwise inside114

the lateral channel and another rotating counterclockwise located downstream of the di-115

version in the main channel (Neary et al., 1999). An imbalance between the transverse116

pressure gradient, shear, and centrifugal forces along the vertical is the primary reason117

behind the cells at a diversion (Neary et al., 1999). However, Miori et al. (2012) demon-118
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strated that for bifurcations, these counter-rotating cells form upstream of the bifurca-119

tion apex and later extend into the downstream branches. Recently, Herrero et al. (2015)120

proposed that the strength of secondary circulation downstream of the diversion depends121

on the momentum flux associated with lateral outflow. However, this proposal is spe-122

cific for only one observed cell and considers neither the geometry of the outflow section123

nor other circulations that exist simultaneously in the system.124

Nearly all of the 90◦ diversion studies focus on non-discordant systems where the125

main and lateral channels have the same bed elevation. However, bifurcations in nature126

often show discordance (Zolezzi et al., 2006), and flow structures are somewhat affected127

by them (Miori et al., 2012). Side weirs generally resemble the flow in such discordant128

environment. Main channel bedform morphology has been observed to be influenced by129

the lateral outflow through side weirs (Michelazzo et al., 2016; Paris et al., 2012; Rosier130

et al., 2011). According to Michelazzo et al. (2016), 3-D eddies form at the mouth of side131

weirs and act to divert sediment into the weirs. Despite these efforts in open channel hy-132

draulics, there remains a gap between the understanding of flow and transport mecha-133

nism from the hydrodynamic models (Dutta et al., 2017) and the more morphology fo-134

cused studies (Szewczyk et al., 2020) for channelized systems. Moreover, there remains135

a lack of understanding of how flow structure in discordant systems is modulated by en-136

vironmental variables such as tides and discharge.137

Unchannelized outflow (UO) occurs when water flows laterally over subaqueous chan-138

nel levees into the floodplain or interdistributary bay of a river delta. UO is analogous139

to compound channel flow studied in fluvial settings. The characteristics of compound140

channel flow structure are recognized by the flow specifically in the junction between main141

channel and floodplain (Tominaga & Nezu, 1991). Shear induced horizontal eddy struc-142

tures like the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability and turbulence-induced secondary circulations143

(Prandtl’s second kind) were observed at such junctions (Tominaga & Nezu, 1991). Sec-144

ondary current intensity and vortex size depend on the Froude number, roughness (Nezu145

& Onitsuka, 2001), and the depth ratio between the floodplain and main channel (Proust146

& Nikora, 2019; Tominaga & Nezu, 1991). Additionally, the direction of transverse cur-147

rents was found to be a crucial control over the orientation of turbulence induced sec-148

ondary currents in compound channels (Proust & Nikora, 2019). Deltaic systems gen-149

erally have tidal influence to varying extents, and hydraulic connectivity between chan-150

nels and floodplains in WLD has been shown to depend on tides (Christensen et al., 2020),151

lending credence to the hypothesis that tides will impact transverse currents and sec-152

ondary flow structure. However, field data addressing this remains lacking.153

The current study analyzes 3-D flow structure induced by lateral outflow from delta154

distributary channels and establishes a conceptual representation of flow structure due155

to lateral outflow. The research aims to: 1) characterize the three-dimensional flow struc-156

tures that appear in channelized and unchannelized lateral outflow within delta distribu-157

tary channels; and 2) develop a quantitative measure to predict the presence of coher-158

ent circulation cells induced by CO and UO. We conduct this work in the well-studied159

WLD, which is often viewed as a prototype for land-building efforts through sediment160

diversions, which are currently proposed as the primary land-building mechanism in the161

Lower Mississippi River Delta (CPRA, 2017). The results from this study have impli-162

cations for understanding and evaluating the hydrodynamics and sediment transport pro-163

cesses in deltaic systems and also for bifurcations in a suspended load dominated envi-164

ronment. This may be used to evaluate the efficacy of sediment diversions at reproduc-165

ing the processes of land-building deltas in addition to aiding in design and operation166

strategies.167
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2 Methods168

2.1 Site description169

WLD is a river dominated delta located in coastal Louisiana at the mouth of the170

25 km long Wax Lake Outlet (WLO) (Fig. 1a). WLD debouches into the Atchafalaya171

Bay about 140 km West-Southwest of New Orleans (Fig. 1b). The outlet was dredged172

by US Army Corps of Engineers in 1942 with a design capacity to carry 30% of the dis-173

charge from the Atchafalaya River to reduce flooding in Morgan City, LA (Roberts et174

al., 2003). Sediment began to deposit at the mouth of WLO immediately after construc-175

tion and WLD has been steadily prograding since its first subaerial emergence in 1973176

(Roberts et al., 1997). Sediment input to WLD is estimated to be 38.4 Mt/year, 18%177

of which is sand (Kim et al., 2009). Estimates of the delta land growth rate and the to-178

tal area of land built provided by the literature are variable but it is estimated that ap-179

proximately over 100 km2 new deltaic surface has been developed at WLD since its sub-180

aerial emergence in 1973 (Roberts, 1998; Wellner et al., 2005). Water levels are modu-181

lated by mixed semidiurnal microtides (mean range of 0.35 m) and the average flow in182

WLO is 3078 m3/s while the annual flood tends to peak above 5000 m3/s (Hiatt & Pas-183

salacqua, 2015).184

WLD hosts a branching distributary network with seven major channels and partially-185

inundated interdistributary islands. The channel network of WLD consists of primary186

(>100 m width) and lateral secondary channels. Primary channels distribute the water187

and sediment throughout the system and secondary channels connect the primary chan-188

nels to the island interiors. The delta islands are typically shaped like an arrowhead and189

are surrounded by narrow levees with higher elevation. The distributary channels are190

lined with these levees which can be subaerial or subaqueous based on the water level.191

Flow over the levees resulting in flow exchange between the channels and islands is a per-192

sistent feature of the system. The sedimentary framework of WLD is 50-70% medium193

sand (Roberts et al., 1997). The D50 and D90 (50th and 90th percentiles of grain size)194

range of suspended sand at WLD apex are respectively 98-106 µm and 138-175 µm (Shaw195

et al., 2013). The Froude number of flow entering the delta is ∼ 0.25 during bankfull196

flow (Edmonds et al., 2011).197

In this study, the flow structure was measured at a site experiencing CO and along198

a distibrutary channel subject to UO (Fig. 1c-d). The CO study site was located at Mal-199

lard Pass, a distributary channel in the western part of WLD, 2.3 km downstream of the200

channel entrance (Fig. 1c). The secondary channel is located at the outer bank of a mild201

curvature and flows laterally into an interdistributary island and has been relatively sta-202

ble since 2000. Overall seaward migration of the channel was approximately 30-50 m and203

lateral migration was approximately 120 m between 2000-2020. At WLD, UO has been204

primarily observed along distributary channels near the delta front and generally takes205

the form of lateral overbank flow (Hiatt & Passalacqua, 2015; Shaw et al., 2016). To cap-206

ture this phenomenon, a 3.7 km long section of Gadwall Pass was surveyed in this study207

(Fig. 1d).208
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Figure 1. (a) Map of the study region depicting Wax Lake Delta (WLD) and Wax Lake Out-

let (WLO). Locations of ADCP transects traversed in Mallard Pass (15 April and 10 June 2019)

and in Gadwall Pass (9 June and 13-14 September 2019) are marked by yellow rectangles. (b)

Map of the study site within Louisiana (USA). WLD receives flow through the WLO, a dredged

flood control outlet of the Atchafalaya River (delineated in red along with the Red River). The

Mississippi River is delineated in blue. (c) ADCP transect locations of the channelized outflow

(CO) system in Mallard Pass. (d) ADCP transect locations of Gadwall pass where unchannelized

outflow (UO) was observed. Image specification for (a): Landsat 8 30m resolution satellite image

from June 2019 (available online at https://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/). Image specifications for (c)

and (d): Maxar Vivid image from March 8, 2021 at 0.5 m resolution accessed through ArcGIS

Online.
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2.2 Data collection209

The field measurements at WLD comprised three trips from April 2019 to Septem-210

ber 2019. Time series plots of discharge at WLO (USGS Gauge # 07381590 in Calumet)211

and water-level (NOAA Lawma-Amerada Pass station # 8764227) in the water year 2019212

are provided in Fig. 2, which indicates the conditions during each set of measurements.213
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Figure 2. (a) Discharge in the Wax Lake Outlet at the USGS Gauge # 07381590 in Calumet,

LA. (b) Measured water-level at the NOAA Lawma-Amerada Pass station (NOAA # 8764227)

during water year 2019, blue verticals indicate survey periods.

A 1200 kHz Teledyne RDI RiverPro acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP) was214

used for the hydrographic surveys. The RiverPro is a 5 beam system with one vertical215

beam and four beams at 20 degrees. All measurements were georeferenced using an ex-216

ternal Hemisphere A101 differential Global Positioning System (dGPS) mounted over217

the ADCP. The ADCP transducer depth was kept at 0.3 m with a blanking distance of218

0.25 m from the sensor head. Data from the measurement bins close to the bottom were219

ignored automatically by the ADCP’s auto-adaptive system to avoid sidelobe interfer-220

ence. Bin size for each ensemble is optimized by an auto-adaptive system of the ADCP221

that yielded cell size ranging from 2−24 cm depending on the depth of that ensemble.222

The water mode was selected automatically based on the flow condition. The velocity223

resolution of the ADCP is 1 mm/s with an accuracy within ± 0.25% of water velocity224

relative to the ADCP. At least four repeat transects were performed to collect multiple225

velocity measurements along the georeferenced cross-sections (Fig. 1) based on commu-226

nity recommendations (Szupiany et al., 2007) and USGS standards for hydrographic sur-227

veys (Mueller et al., 2013). When possible, the same georeferenced cross-sections were228
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surveyed during each measurement campaign, but due to the evolving channel planform229

and navigability, slight reorientation of some transects was necessary.230

Velocity and discharge data from the CO zone were collected during falling tide on231

15 April 2019 and during rising tide on 10 June 2019. On 15 April (campaign 1), hydro-232

graphic measurements were performed at five transects spaced approximately 100 m apart233

in the main channel (M1-M5) and at four transects inside the secondary channel sep-234

arated by approximately 50 m (L1-L4) (Fig. 1b). The same cross-sections were traversed235

during the 10 June survey (campaign 2) with two additional transects located further236

inside the lateral channel (L5 and L6 in Fig. 1b). Because of the historic flooding in the237

lower Mississippi River in 2019 (Pal et al., 2020), the discharge entering WLD during238

both the surveys was higher (5584 m3/s on 15 April and 5944 m3/s on 10 June) than239

the average in WLO. A discharge summary from the surveys is provided in the support-240

ing information (Table S1).241

For the UO site (Fig. 1c), an initial survey of Gadwall Pass was performed on 9242

June 2019 during falling tide to identify the location where lateral outflow begins. Lat-243

eral outflow was observed at transect N5 (discharge 1433 m3/s), and it was found to have244

∼ 5% discharge loss relative to the transect 400 m upstream (transect N3, discharge 1510245

m3/s)(Table S1). Thus, N5 represented a reasonable location for the upstream bound-246

ary of the lateral outflow zone and was selected as the baseline for the velocity and dis-247

charge measurement in September. After the long 2019 flood season (Fig. 2a), the dis-248

charge at the delta apex dropped significantly to 2210 m3/s in September (Table S1).249

The cross-sections were spaced 500 m apart from each other, starting from N5. One ini-250

tial discharge measurement survey was performed at the beginning of both the 13 and251

14 September surveys at the upstream end of Gadwall Pass. During rising tide, 13 Septem-252

ber 2019 (campaign 3), 5 of the selected cross-sections (N5-N7, N9-N10) were traversed.253

On 14 September 2019 (campaign 4), the cross-sections- N5, N9, and N10, were surveyed254

during falling tide. Transect N7 was removed from campaign 4 as the discharge varia-255

tion from each pass of this transect exceeded acceptable error limit (individual discharge256

measurements were not within 5% of the mean measured discharge (Mueller et al., 2013)).257

Winds were mostly consistent during the surveys with peak speeds <5 m/s.258

2.3 Post processing259

ADCP data were collected, reviewed, and exported as ASCII files using WinRiver260

II® software. For campaigns 1 and 2, the vertical velocity data from the ADCP was found261

to be negatively biased because of the tilt sensor not functioning properly. Beam veloc-262

ities from the ADCP were therefore corrected using an in-house code written in Mat-263

lab® (Chowdhury, 2020) to account for the effects of tilt, pitch, and roll. Both four-beam264

and three-beam solutions were taken during the correction (Teledyne, 2010). For cam-265

paign 3 and 4, the correction was done using WinRiver II setup wizard with a coordi-266

nate transformation user command (Teledyne, 2017). In addition, an ensemble mean re-267

moval detrending for the vertical velocity was performed. A comparison between the de-268

trended and biased vertical velocity data is given in the supporting materials (Fig. S1).269

The corrected data were then analyzed using Velocity Mapping Toolbox (VMT),270

a suite of Matlab® routines (Parsons et al., 2013). VMT averages the repeat transects271

along a cross-section, calculates primary and secondary velocity vectors in multiple frames272

of references for the mean transect, and allows plotting three-dimensional velocity in-273

formation for the mean cross-section. For this study, the secondary velocity vectors in274

Rozovskii frame of reference (Rozovskii, 1957) and the transverse vectors were used. Sec-275

ondary vectors in the zero secondary discharge reference frame were ignored as all of the276

cross-sections traversed in this study had a significant amount of lateral outflow, which277

violates the assumptions of zero net secondary discharge. In the Rozovskii frame of ref-278

erence, the secondary vectors are rotated such that for each vertical profile, secondary279
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currents in one direction are equal to those in the opposite direction (Lane et al., 2000).280

In other words, the primary velocity at each vertical in this reference frame is equiva-281

lent to the depth-averaged velocity direction at that vertical. Thus the primary veloc-282

ity direction varies across a section (Lane et al., 2000; Rhoads & Kenworthy, 1998). The283

Rozovskii frame of reference is useful for identifying helical motion in strongly converg-284

ing and diverging flows (Rhoads & Kenworthy, 1998; Rozovskii, 1957).285

The bathymetry data were interpolated from the ADCP transects. For higher res-286

olution bathymetry, additional zigzag ADCP surveys were performed. These bathymetry287

data were exported using VMT in UTM coordinates, and a Kriging interpolation was288

performed in ArcGIS®. The grid size was 10 × 10 m for the CO system and 20 × 20289

m for the UO sites. The resulting bathymetry was triangulated for visualization in Tec-290

plot 360 (Fig. 3). This method introduces interpolation errors and temporal variation291

of bed load increases the uncertainty of the resulting spatial distribution (Rennie & Church,292

2010). The interpolated bathymetry (Fig. 3) is used only for qualitative assessment of293

the morphology and visualization.294

Shallow bar

Flow direction

Depth (m)
0.2 1.8 4.2

Depression zone

Erosion scour

Figure 3. Interpolated bathymetry of the channelized outflow (CO) site produced using Ar-

cGIS® and Tecplot® from the ADCP data collected on June 10, 2019. The grid size used for

Kriging in ArcGIS® is 10m.

2.4 Analysis295

The momentum flux ratio (Mr) is defined as the ratio of momentum flux (P ) be-296

tween the bifurcating channel and main channel (Herrero et al., 2015). It is calculated297

as:298

Mr =
ρlQlvl
ρuQuvu

(1)299

which is the ratio of the product of fluid density (ρ), discharge (Q), and velocity (v) at300

the mouth of the lateral channel (denoted by subscript l) and at the cross section up-301

stream of lateral channel (denoted by subscript u). Mr has been used as a parameter302

to characterize bed morphology and flow pattern in confluences (Miyawaki et al., 2010;303

Rhoads & Sukhodolov, 2001) and 90◦ diversions (Herrero et al., 2015). Values of Mr were304

calculated for each of the field surveys both on CO and UO systems (Table 1) with ρu305
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and ρl assumed to be equal and Qu, vu, Ql, and vl extracted from the ADCP data (Ta-306

ble 1). For Mr in the UO case, the following equation is used,307

Mr =
Pu − Pd

Pu
(2)308

where the numerator denotes the momentum flux lost due to lateral outflow to one of309

the banks for an outflow distance (L). It is calculated by subtracting the momentum flux310

in the downstream transect (Pd) from the upstream one (Pu).311

For the purpose of this study, the momentum flux ratio was divided by the length312

of the outflow zone along the primary axis of the main channel to yield the momentum313

flux ratio per unit length of outflow or outflow momentum flux ratio, M ′
r. This is done314

to capture the effects of outflow type (CO or UO) on momentum flux in a single param-315

eter. For CO, the length (L) is the lateral channel width. For UO, the centerline distance316

between two transects is used for incremental outflow length (L), assuming the outflow317

occurs only through one channel bank. Eq. 1 thus is modified as,318

M ′
r =

Mr

L
(3)319

3 Results320

3.1 Channelized lateral outflow321

Discharge and flow characteristics322

Depth-averaged velocities from the CO surveys identified spatial gradients in ve-323

locity throughout the survey site (Fig. 4). The lateral channel captured 6.88% and 5.24%324

of the discharge in Mallard pass during campaigns 1 and 2, respectively (Table 1).325

Primary flow directions for both surveys did not show any significant change with326

the tide (i.e., no flow reversal occurred). The velocity magnitude into the lateral chan-327

nel was roughly 50% of that in the primary flow direction in the main channel (Table 1).328

Separation zones upstream of the lateral channel were observed along both banks (Fig. 4).329

Moreover, the lateral channel bed was observed to be at a higher elevation than the main330

channel bed representing a discordant bathymetric feature. No shallow bar was observed331

in the main channel on the opposite bank of the lateral channel (Fig. 3) likely because332

of the small discharge ratio with the secondary channel (Neary et al., 1999).333

Two zones of flow were observed inside the lateral channel. The flow close to the334

right bank had a significantly lower velocity than the left bank coinciding with a shal-335

low elongated bar and a cut bank on the left (Fig. 3). The high velocity core in the lat-336

eral channel gradually shifted from the left bank to the middle of the channel as the wa-337

ter moved farther inward (Fig. 4). Velocity downstream of the lateral channel farther338

increased during falling tide and decreased during rising tide (Fig. 4). M ′
r varied between339

0.375 km−1 and 0.492 km−1 for the conditions tested (Table 1).340
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Figure 4. Depth-averaged velocity vectors for channelized outflow during (a) campaign 1,

(April 15, 2019), representing the falling tide and (b) campaign 2 (June 10, 2019), representing

the rising tide. Field conditions for each set of measurements are contained in Table 1.
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Flow structure341

The secondary velocity in the Rozovskii reference frame at transect M2 for both342

rising and falling tide shows a large channel-wide clockwise circulation in the main chan-343

nel (Fig. 5a). The width of the separation zone at M2 on the right bank was ∼15 m. In344

the separation zone on the right bank, a coherent counter-clockwise rotating cell was ob-345

served both in the falling and rising tide. This coherent cell was observed to exist only346

in the separation zone upstream and at the mouth of the lateral channel (Fig. 5a and347

c) and its circulation velocity varied between 2 and 5 cm/s.348

The counter-clockwise rotating cell at the discordant bed junction at transect M3349

had a maximum helical velocity of 5 cm/s during the falling tide survey (Fig. 5c). The350

transverse velocity near the lateral channel mouth at M3 during campaigns 1 and 2 were351

respectively 35% and 30% of mean streamwise velocity.
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Figure 5. Flow structure at transects (a) M2, (b) M4, and (c) M3 (looking downstream).

The contour shows the primary velocity in the downstream direction and secondary velocities in

the Rozovskii reference frame are shown by arrows. Transects M2 and M4 are from campaign 2

(rising tide) and transect M3 data is from campaign 1 (falling tide). The inset shows the location

of the transects.

352

The clockwise rotating cell observed at M2 remained the dominant circulation pat-353

tern in M3. This dominant channel-wide clockwise secondary circulation also prevailed354
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Table 1. Channelized Outflow (CO) field results summary

Parameters
Specification Falling tide Rising tide

Area ratio
L1/M2 0.1283 0.1368

L1/M4 0.1409 0.1398

Width ratio
L1/M2 0.3290 0.3216

L1/M4 0.3401 0.3396

Discharge ratio (lateral to upstream)

CO (M2-L1) 0.0688 0.0524

UO (N5-N9) 0.3 0.3

Width/Depth

L1 50.49 53.25

M2 66.72 74.30

M4 69.09 69.65

Mean velocity magnitude (cm/s)

L1 53.30 59.73

M2 90.70 109.25

M4 96.64 102.66

N5 25 21

N9 23 17

Normalized transect distance with
respect to lateral channel width

L1 0.37 0.17

L2 0.86 1.15

L3 1.47 1.70

L4 2.47 2.64

L5 - 4.47

L6 - 6.33

Froude Number

L1 0.131 0.151

M2 0.147 0.185

M4 0.162 0.173

N5 0.046 0.038

N9 0.042 0.031

Momentum flux ratio

CO (M2-L1) 0.04 0.03

UO (N5-N9) 0.35 0.4

Outflow momentum flux ratio (km−1)

CO (M2-L1) 0.492 0.375

UO (N5-N9) 0.211 0.177
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through the transects M4 (Fig. 5b) and M5 (Fig. 6a and 6b) and likely represents the355

center region cell formed due to the curvature of the main channel.356
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Figure 6. Flow structure and transverse velocity at transect M5, downstream of the lateral

channel (looking downstream). The secondary velocities in the Rozovskii reference frame are

shown by arrows and the Rozovskii primary velocities as contours in (a) and (b) from campaigns

1 (falling tide) and 2 (rising tide), respectively. The transverse velocities with primary velocities

as contour from campaigns 1 and 2 are presented in (c) and (d), respectively. The inset shows the

location of the transect.

A clockwise secondary circulation can also be observed in the depression zone of357

M4 (Fig. 5b and S2a). At transect M5, a counter-clockwise cell was observed in the de-358

pression zone during falling tide (Fig. 6a), whereas a weak clockwise cell was observed359

there during rising tide (Fig. 6b). A small transverse current flowing towards the main360

channel from the island was observed both at M4 (Fig. S2b) and M5 (Fig. 6c) during361

campaign 1 compared to the larger transverse current from the same direction during362

campaign 2 (Fig. S2d and 6d).363
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A coherent counter-clockwise rotating circulation cell was observed inside the lat-364

eral channel at transects L3 and L4 during both campaigns (Fig. 7a and b) accompa-365

nying a clear separation between slower flow along the right bank and faster flow along366

the left bank. This counter-clockwise rotating cell had a helical velocity approaching 3367

cm/s that is approximately 5% of the primary velocity in the lateral channel. Farther368

inside the lateral channel, the coherent flow structure started to break down (Fig. 7c)369

as the depth gradually decreased and the high-velocity core, along with the channel thal-370

weg, moved to the center of the lateral channel. In the rising tide survey, the circulation371

cell was observed to break down inside the channel at a distance 2.6-4.5 lateral channel372

widths (Table 1).373

3.2 Unchannelized lateral outflow374

Discharge and flow characteristics375

Discharge at the upstream end of Gadwall Pass during campaign 3 was 388 m3/s,376

which gradually decreased downstream. At transects N9 and N10, the average discharge377

was 229 m3/s and 168 m3/s, respectively. This represents a discharge loss of 37% and378

54% relative to the upstream end, respectively. During campaign 4, the upstream dis-379

charge was higher (522 m3/s) and the trend was similar until transect N10. At N10 (500380

m downstream of N9) the discharge (361 m3/s) was anomalously higher than that of N9381

(278 m3/s). A possible explanation for the increase is a lateral flux of water coming to382

the distributary channel near the transect from the inundated island regions due to tidal383

factors. The lateral outflow volume between N5-N9 was 30% of that of N5 during both384

campaigns. A discharge summary for UO surveys is provided in the supporting infor-385

mation (Fig. S3).386

The average velocity at Gadwall Pass during campaign 3 was significantly lower387

as a consequence of smaller discharge compared to campaigns 1 and 2. During the ris-388

ing tide, there was an increase in velocity near transect N7 relative to N5 (Fig. 8a). This389

increase might be attributed to the interaction with subaqueous channels near the tran-390

sect location. The velocity core visible at the right bank of N7 gradually disappeared by391

transect N10, which showed 54% flow loss due to significant lateral outflow. During cam-392

paign 4 (Fig. 8b), the high-velocity core strengthened at N10 and moved towards the left393

bank. During campaigns 3 and 4, the Froude numbers at transect N9 were 0.031 and 0.042,394

respectively, and at N5 were 0.038 and 0.046, respectively. M ′
r for outflow from transect395

N5 to N9 varied between 0.177 km−1 and 0.211 km−1 (Table 1).396
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Figure 8. Depth-averaged velocity vectors along the Gadwall Pass for (a) campaign 3, rising

tide, 13 September, 2019, and (b) campaign 4, falling tide, 14 September, 2019.
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Flow structure397

During the UO surveys in campaigns 3 and 4, no significant coherent secondary struc-398

tures were observed at any of the transects downstream of N7 (Fig. 9a and b and Fig.399

S4). During rising tide, a loosely coherent counter-clockwise rotating structure may have400

existed in the middle of transect N9 (Fig. 9a), although it was not observed during falling401

tide (Fig. 9b). Maximum secondary velocity recorded at N9 was 2.9 cm/s. The trans-402

verse velocity near the bank was approximately 1-5 cm/s at N9 and varied in between403

20-30% of mean streamwise velocity during campaign 3 and 5-20% during campaign 4.404

The reason behind the incoherence of flow structures might include relatively low stream-405

wise discharge and velocity, limited curvature, differences in bed morphology, or limited406

exchange of momentum through the large outflow length. The transverse flow was ob-407

served to be directed from the right bank to the left bank during both campaigns 3 and408

4 (Fig. S5). This suggests that tides may have an effect on the secondary structures in409

the unchannelized zone that may also be driven by modulation of the water-level gra-410

dient. Minimal turbulent exchange in this unconfined part of the delta has also been pre-411

viously reported (Shaw et al., 2016).412
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stream). The contour shows the primary velocity and the secondary velocities in the Rozovskii

reference frame are shown by arrows for (a) campaign 3 (rising tide, 13 September 2019) and (b)

campaign 4 (falling tide, 14 September, 2019). The inset shows location of the transect.
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4 Discussion413

Channelized lateral outflow414

Time-averaged three-dimensional velocity data from the channelized outflow site415

(Fig. 5, 6, and 7) indicate the existence of several distinct secondary circulation cells re-416

lated to lateral outflow. Inside the lateral channel which is located on the right bank of417

the main channel, a coherent counter-clockwise rotating cell was observed (Fig. 7a and418

b) along with a clockwise rotating cell at the depression zone of transect M4 (Fig. 5b).419

A counter-clockwise rotating cell was observed in the upstream separation zone on the420

right bank (Fig. 5a and c) extending upstream as far as 120m (half channel width) from421

the lateral channel mouth. Although the system studied here is discordant, the circu-422

lation pattern of these two cells matches previous numerical and physical modeling ef-423

forts for non-discordant 90◦ diversions (Neary et al., 1999; Herrero et al., 2015; Dutta424

et al., 2017). Cells on the depression zone away from the lateral channel (Fig. 6) were425

appreciably altered by transverse current (Fig. 9), and the depth-averaged velocity demon-426

strated some variations for different tidal regimes (Fig. 4). The circulation cells observed427

for channelized outflow are conceptualized in Fig. 10.428

Shallow bar

Dominant counter-clockwise 

circulation in the lateral channel

Dominant clockwise
circulation

Clockwise circulation cell at 

the depression zone
The counter-

clockwise circulation 

cell at the main 

channel flow 

separation zone.

Depth (m)
0.2 1.8 4.2
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Figure 10. Conceptual figure of channelized lateral outflow

The channel-wide clockwise circulation observed in the main channel in CO sur-429

vey (Fig. 5 and 6) likely represents the centre-region cell commonly observed in curved430

channels (Blanckaert & Vriend, 2004). This is also known to influence the transverse bed431

slope in river bends because the near-bed direction of the secondary flow points toward432

the inner bend (Rozovskii, 1957). However, in neither Mallard Pass nor Gadwall Pass433

do the transects along the main channel show a clear transverse bed slope. This absence434

of a transverse slope might be attributed to the dynamic bed development of the pro-435

grading delta and to the mild channel curvature leading to a weak center-region cell. In436

contrast, the transects along the lateral channel show clear transverse bed slope which437

are likely caused by the secondary flow (Fig. 7). Transect M3 also shows a transverse438

slope for the water entering the lateral channel (Fig. 5c). This slope opposes the near439

bed flow of the counter-clockwise cell. The effect of bed discordance and secondary flow440

on this transverse slope is not clear.441
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The observed circulation cells inside the lateral channel and downstream in the de-442

pression zone are likely the result of the imbalance between transverse pressure gradi-443

ent, centrifugal forces, and shear along the vertical (Neary et al., 1999). These counter444

rotating cells are similar to the observation made for downstream branches in symmet-445

ric bifurcations (Miori et al., 2012; Thomas et al., 2011) and also for 90◦ diversions (Herrero446

et al., 2015).447

The other coherent cell observed in the main channel is the counter-clockwise cir-448

culation near the right bank for channelized outflow. Two hypotheses can be proposed449

to explain its existence: 1) the circulation cells in the downstream branches (inside the450

lateral channel and on the depression zone) form upstream of the split point; or 2) the451

upstream cell represents the turbulence anisotropy and centrifugal force driven outer bank452

cell (Blanckaert & Vriend, 2004). It needs to be considered here that the observed struc-453

ture is derived by time-averaging, and the diameter of this cell is nearly equal to the wa-454

ter depth. Counter-rotating circulation cells have been observed upstream of a bifurca-455

tion in models (Miori et al., 2012) which suggests two cells should also exist upstream456

of the lateral channel but only one was observed. In practice, it would be difficult to dif-457

ferentiate the clockwise rotating cell as the centre region cell also rotates in the same di-458

rection. Therefore, only the counter clockwise rotating cell could be identified. However,459

we do not conclude the source of the cell as outer bank cells can be persistent and may460

appear in weak curvature as well (Blanckaert & Vriend, 2004). Irrespective of the source,461

it is possible that this cell and the one inside the lateral channel act as a single contin-462

uous cell (red cells in Fig. 10).463

The transverse current from islands was also observed to influence the flow struc-464

ture. At transect M5, incoming water from the island on the right bank of Mallard pass465

was observed to alter the flow structure on the depression zone. There, a small crevasse466

on the right bank induced a counter-clockwise rotating cell in the channel-depression zone467

junction (Fig. 6a) during campaign 1. During campaign 2, instead of that cell, a faint468

clockwise rotating secondary structure on the depression zone was observed (Fig. 6b).469

The transverse velocity vectors (Fig. 6d) indicate a large transverse current moving from470

the floodplain to the channel compared to the smaller transverse flow during campaign471

1 (Fig. 6c). A similar observation was made at transect M4 (Fig. S3) showing a larger472

transverse current moving into the main channel during campaign 2 (Fig. S3d), but the473

clockwise circulation direction on the depression zone remained unchanged during both474

campaigns (Fig. S3a and c). It is unclear why the transverse current had less effect at475

M4 but the non existence of the crevasse induced counter-clockwise circulation at M5476

(Fig. 6b) suggests that transverse currents can potentially modify existing secondary cur-477

rents under suitable conditions.478

To provide an estimate of the size of particles that can be influenced by the observed479

secondary flow structure, the settling velocity of the median grain size at WLD and the480

secondary velocities were compared. It should be noted here that most of the transport481

indeed is driven by the shear stress of the primary flow, while the observed coherent struc-482

tures act to deviate the transport direction from the primary flow direction, potentially483

bringing sediment to the interdistributary islands. For the WLD’s mean median grain484

size at apex of 106µm (Shaw et al., 2013) the settling velocity is approximately 0.8 cm/s485

(for formulation see e-book by Parker (2004)). The counter-clockwise rotating coherent486

circulation velocity for the channelized outflow was fluctuating in between 2-4 cm/s (Fig. 5a).487

Therefore, it is an order of magnitude greater than the settling velocity and thus may488

influence the transport direction of the median sized particles in suspension into the lat-489

eral channel. Based on this simple calculation and maximum velocity observed in the490

structure, this cell may deviate grains of size up to 200 µm. However, direct observations491

of the influence of secondary flow structure on modulating sediment transport in the field492

remains lacking and is an avenue warranting further study.493
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This study featured field observations of flow structure in a discordant lateral out-494

flow, which has yet to be observed in detail. The flow structures observed in this study495

are similar to those observed in previous non-discordant diversion studies (Neary et al.,496

1999; Herrero et al., 2015; Dutta et al., 2017). A shallow elongated bar was observed in-497

side the lateral channel (Fig. 3) which is similar to previous observations in non-discordant498

systems (Bulle, 1926; Herrero et al., 2015; Szewczyk et al., 2020). The reproduction of499

flow structure and the presence of the shallow bar in the CO study, suggest that the Bulle500

effect (Bulle, 1926), i.e., preferential deviation of bedload sediment into the lateral branch501

because of the secondary circulation at the mouth, may also take place in discordant lat-502

eral channels in deltas gradually filling up the channel. Kästner and Hoitink (2019) sug-503

gested that narrow, discordant branches should induce stronger circulation in the diverted504

flow than a non-discordant lateral outflow with equal-width main channels, but direct505

observations to test this statement are currently unavailable in this study.506

Unchannelized lateral outflow507

For unchannelized outflow, no coherent circulation was observed, at least in the most508

downstream parts of the channel. Transects upstream of N7 (Fig. S4) do show weak but509

large clockwise circulation reaching 3 cm/s likely representing the helical flow induced510

by the slight curvature of Gadwall pass. At these transects, the lateral outflow was fairly511

small (Table S7). At transect N9 where the discharge loss was around 30% of that of N5,512

secondary structures appeared to be weak and incoherent (Fig. 9). Flow structure at this513

transect appeared to vary with tidal stages.514

Unchannelized lateral outflow is functionally similar to channelized outflow in that515

water volume and momentum are lost by the main channel, albeit the length over which516

lateral outflow occurs is several times larger than the main channel width. Secondary517

flow velocity scales directly with primary flow velocity and inversely with radius of cur-518

vature (De Vriend, 1977; Rozovskii, 1957) which is roughly proportional to the length519

of outflow. For this case, the primary velocity was roughly three times smaller, whereas520

the radius of curvature was several times larger than in the channelized case. Thus, the521

lack of circulation cells during campaigns 3 and 4 at N9 and N10 is expected due to low522

velocities in the main channel resulting from relatively low upstream discharge and long523

zone of lateral outflow. Similar phenomena were also observed by Shaw et al. (2016) who524

suggested that the lateral turbulent mixing from the unstable flow was minimal in the525

subaqueous region of WLD. Though no coherent secondary structures were observed for526

the UO portion of the delta for the conditions studied, the authors hypothesize that there527

may be considerable lateral momentum flux under high flow conditions that may induce528

secondary flows in the distributary channels. Such secondary structures have been ob-529

served in the main channel-floodplain junction of compound channels in experimental530

studies (Branß et al., 2016; Tominaga & Nezu, 1991; Proust & Nikora, 2019). More com-531

prehensive measurements covering a range of discharges in the field coupled with three-532

dimensional hydrodynamic modeling would be required to address this hypothesis.533

Outflow momentum flux534

The momentum flux ratio, Mr, quantifies the momentum departing the main chan-535

nel flow as a result of lateral outflow (Herrero et al., 2015). Previous observations found536

a threshold Mr of 0.04 for the formation of vertical structures in the depression zone of537

a 90◦ diversion (Herrero et al., 2015). For the current study, the bathymetry of transects538

M4 and M5 (Fig. 3) also suggests a depression zone on the right bank downstream of539

the lateral channel. During campaigns 1 and 2, Mr was calculated as 0.04 and 0.03 re-540

spectively for the CO system (Table 1), which compares favorably to the previous ob-541

servations of Herrero et al. (2015).542
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The value of Mr in a delta channel may vary with discharge, tides, and storms. How-543

ever, the system studied here is different from most of the experimental and modeling544

studies with a discordant lateral branch that is at least three times smaller in width than545

the main channel. Previous studies mostly focused on systems with non-discordant bed546

with equal branch width. The secondary cells observed in our study (Fig. 6) suggest in-547

let geometry, particularly the length of outflow zone, plays a vital role in a deltaic en-548

vironment compare to what the experiments suggest. Recent field studies have demon-549

strated that inlets to the branches with larger cross sectional area decrease the strength550

of the secondary circulation in the diverted flow (Kästner & Hoitink, 2019). This sug-551

gests that circulations in the distributed lateral outflow would be much weaker as the552

outflow occurs over a larger length than that of a channelized system. In addition, the553

ratios of outflow velocity and mean streamwise velocity near the banks for UO and CO554

in some cases were observed to be of similar magnitude (M3 during campaign 1, 30%,555

and N9 during campaign 3, 20-30%). Despite the ratios in two outflow systems being556

similar, coherent circulations were apparent only in CO but not in UO. The velocity ra-557

tio in the equation of Mr (eq. 1) thus may not provide the threshold for coherent sec-558

ondary cell formation as it does not contain the outflow length information. It is there-559

fore essential to modify the previously defined momentum flux ratio to incorporate the560

length of outflow zone to address the secondary flow threshold for both channelized and561

unchannelized outflow in a delta.562

The outflow momentum flux ratio M ′
r introduced herein is a modified version of563

Mr that includes the length scale of lateral outflow in its calculation (Eq. 3). This is use-564

ful because the length scale of lateral outflow and the momentum flux are both hypoth-565

esized to exert control on the formation of secondary flow structures. The outflow mo-566

mentum flux ratio is a useful metric as it can be used as a representative parameter of567

secondary flow structures in 1D morphodynamic models of bifurcations which often have568

to ignore the spiral flow that are inherently three-dimensional (Van der Mark & Mos-569

selman, 2012). Having such in these models would provide a tool to incorporate the ef-570

fects of secondary flow structures on the morphology in an efficient manner.571

In the current study, for unchannelized outflow the value of M ′
r considering tran-572

sects N5 to N9 was found to be between 0.177 and 0.211 km−1 with no coherent circu-573

lation observed at the main channel-floodplain junction. Whereas, for channelized out-574

flow, M ′
r in the two campaigns were significantly higher varying between 0.375 and 0.492575

km−1 and coherent secondary currents were observed in both cases. Comparing the cal-576

culated M ′
r for both CO and UO surveys, we hypothesize that the threshold for the for-577

mation of coherent secondary circulation may lie in between M ′
r values of 0.211 km−1

578

and 0.375 km−1. The prediction is rough and more measurements during intermediate579

discharge conditions along with using a three-dimensional hydrodynamic model will pro-580

vide a more precise range for the threshold.581

The M ′
r formulation used in this study was constrained by the conditions observed582

at WLD. According to channel bifurcation literature (e.g., Kästner & Hoitink, 2019; Kästner583

& Hoitink, 2020; Szupiany et al., 2012), channel width-depth ratio influences the strength584

of secondary flow. In this study, due to the diffuse nature of the UO, depth was not in-585

cluded in the formulation of M ′
r. Depth changes significantly over the length of the UO586

region, thus complicating the selection of a representative depth. It is likely that chan-587

nel depth and depth of the outflow over the channel banks in UO may have some im-588

pact on the presence and strength of the secondary flow, but studies capturing variations589

in flow depth are required to address this problem. In addition, the allocation of UO be-590

tween the two flanking floodplains may vary along the length of a single channel and is591

likely significantly variable across channels and sites. Thus, the impacts of flow over both592

banks, over just one bank, and the spatial variability of this interaction all likely play593

controlling roles in the patterns of secondary flow. Therefore, avenues for further research594
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may also include defining the M ′
r threshold for UO evaluating the relative significance595

of flow depth and outflow length on the formation of secondary structures.596

Morphology597

It was previously shown in field (Kästner & Hoitink, 2019) and experimental (Herrero598

et al., 2015; Onen & Agaccioglu, 2013) studies that lateral outflow from the outer bank599

of a channel bend results in a scour hole in the outer bank of the main channel down-600

stream of the outflow. In our interpolated bathymetry, we did not observe any such scour,601

which could be due to the coarse bathymetric grid. Near bed sediment extraction at a602

greater ratio than diverted water (Bulle, 1926; Kästner & Hoitink, 2019) may cause a603

scour to form, which also results in deposition along the inner bank as flow is lost due604

to outflow. Nevertheless, in our case, we propose two hypotheses that may explain the605

lack of evidence of a scour: 1) during high discharge events, the delta is mostly depo-606

sitional and experiences channel bed aggradation thus potentially filling in a previous607

scour (Shaw & Mohrig, 2014); and 2) because of the bed level discordance, the steep trans-608

verse bed slope causes bedload to stay preferentially in the main channel (Bolla Pittaluga609

et al., 2003). Higher resolution topography and modeling exercises resolving bed level610

change may address these hypotheses.611

5 Conclusions612

This study presents field data quantifying the effect of lateral outflow on the three-613

dimensional flow structure in the distributary channels of a river dominated delta (Wax614

Lake Delta in coastal Louisiana, USA). Several recent studies have concluded that such615

lateral outflow is critical for deltaic maintenance, growth, and morphodynamic evolu-616

tion. This study provides novel observations and analyses of hydrodynamics influenc-617

ing transport processes in a prograding river delta that is a prototype for restoration via618

river diversions. Thus it has significant implications for coastal restoration efforts aimed619

at mitigating coastal wetland loss.620

Hydrographic surveys were performed using an acoustic Doppler current profiler621

(ADCP) to map the flow structure and bathymetry of two sites typifying channelized622

and unchannelized outflow zones in a prograding river delta. In the channelized outflow623

site, four coherent secondary structures were observed in the time-averaged flow field at624

both rising and falling tide. However, no significant coherent secondary circulations were625

observed for the site experiencing lateral overbank outflow. Transverse currents from the626

floodplain were observed to impact flow patterns. The coherent circulation cells are di-627

rectly linked to the patterns in bed morphology.628

A threshold outflow momentum flux ratio is proposed in this study to quantify the629

impact of the lateral outflow type (channelized or unchannelized) on the formation and630

coherence of secondary flow structures in deltaic distributary channels. The outflow mo-631

mentum flux ratio is quantified as the ratio of momentum flux in the main distributary632

flow to the lateral outflow normalized by the length of the lateral outflow zone. Calcu-633

lated values lie between 0.177 km−1 and 0.492 km−1 for the observed conditions. Sec-634

ondary flow structures were observed in the distributary channels for values above 0.375635

km−1.636

The results from this study suggest that the maximum grain size of suspended sed-637

iments carried inside the lateral channel may depend on the strength of the secondary638

circulation cell in the upstream separation zone which is dependent upon the outflow mo-639

mentum flux ratio. Particle settling velocity calculations indicate that the observed out-640

flow induced coherent circulation cells induced by channelized outflow are capable of in-641

fluencing transport of suspended particles of up to 200 µm into the lateral channel. The642

flow structure in the unchannelized zone was found to be incoherent as the momentum643
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transfer typically occurs over a large distance, unlike the smaller outflow length in the644

case of channelized outflow. As water moves downstream from the delta apex, the avail-645

able flow momentum drops because of lateral outflow and bed friction, likely leading to646

simultaneously different transport conditions at different parts of the delta. In this con-647

text, the outflow momentum flux ratio provides estimates of the sediment grain size be-648

ing transported in the different zones of the distributary system for a given water dis-649

charge condition.650

6 Data Availability Statement651

The discharge and waterlevel data can be found at https://waterdata.usgs.gov/ and652

https://tidesandcurrents.noaa.gov/, respectively. The ADCP data used in this article653

are available via figshare repository https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.15094149.v1 in654

ASCII text and .mat file format for using in Velocity Mapping Toolbox (VMT) with At-655

tribution 4.0 International (CC BY 4.0) license (Chowdhury et al., 2021).656
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